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So far, it has been generally kown tnat the Knight uncertainty is closer to reality
than the risk, and decision-making behavior and risk situations are very different
between them. Most of the studies in this field are concentrated in the Knight
uncertain circumstances, decision theory and its application. The purpose of this
paper is to comb the already Ambiguity theoretical models of economic decision-
making, and improving the theory of axiomatic system of Ambiguous economic
decision-making, depicts Ambiguity aversion, uncertainty aversion, Ambiguous
premium, not uncertainty premium, as well as pricing models and risk
management model. Ambiguous economic framework, based on the KMM model,
is given by the dual expected utility representation. And the establishment of a
framework of relatively Ambiguity aversion implies the ambiguities and the
characterizations of Ambiguous belief. On this basis, export ambiguous economic
framework under, the expression of uncertainty premium, pure risk premium and
Ambiguous premium is derived. For constant Ambiguous case, absolute aversion
and constant Ambiguity relative aversion to explore the elastic analysis have been
given. And effectively enhance the explanatory power of the "equity premium
puzzle" by the Ambiguous premium. From the angle of the two-dimensional (risk
aversion, Ambiguity aversion) on the classification of investments, we give the
generalized stochastic dominance theory in this sense, we attempt to construct a
high-order expected loss under the dual expected utility risk measure. In order to
seek the point of integration with the prospect theory, through experimental data
analysis cumulative prospect theory value function to modify the bow-shaped
value function, with three inflection point in the constructed value function. The
second part of the empirical study , the emotional factors of the Ambiguous
economic situation, China's securities market, the forecast of crisis and the whole













(DFM) to extract the emotional factor from the five mood proxy variables and
macro economy, the cross of pure emotion measure, the empirical analysis found
that the emotions the higher the income the smaller the market, the greater the
probability of future market returns is negative, and the impact of emotion on the
size and direction of future market gains holding period of growth and enhanced.
In addition, the excessive rising market sentiment will increase the risk of crisis
and the critical point, also found that the emotional evolution of the mode before
the critical point. Subsequent by using the AR-GARCH model and GARCH model,
we find that the Shanghai and Shenzhen index has a week effect, ie, Monday and
Thursday, have the positive effect, on Tuesday have the negative effect; the
information accumulated lead significantly positive effect at 10 oclock in the next
opening day, at eleven have significant negative effects; and stock index futures
have a smoothing effect on it.
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